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ONE 

Timeliness and Lateness 

The relationship between bodily condition and aesthetic style 

seems at first to be a subject so irrelevant and perhaps even 

trivial by comparison with the momentousness of life, mortal

ity, medical science, and health, as to be quickly dismissed. 

Nevertheless, my contention is as follows: all of us, by virtue of 

the simple fact of being conscious, are involved in constantly 

thinking about and making something of our lives, self-making 

being one of the bases of history, which according to Ibn Khal

dun and Vico, the great founders of the science of history, is 

essentially the product of human labor. 

The important distinction therefore 1s that between the 

realm of nature on the one hand and secular human history on 

the other. The body, its health, its care, composition, function

ing, and flourishing, its illnesses and demise, belong to the 

order of nature; what we understand of that nature, however, 

how we see and live it in our consciousness, how we create a 

sense of our life individually and collectively, subjectively as 

well as socially, how we divide it into periods, belongs roughly 

speaking to the order of history that when we reflect on it we 

can recall, analyze, and meditate on, constantly changing its 

shape in the process. There are all sorts of connections between 

two realms, between history and nature, but for now I 
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d f ly on one of them, 

want to keep them apart an ocus on 

history. dl _ l person I have for years 
lf ofoun y secu ar ' 

Being royse a pr . through three great 
been studying this self-makmg pr~cesds common to all cul-

. h reat human eptso es . 
problemancs, t ree g . . l l . d of these problematKS 

d. · ·md 1t 1s t 1e t 11r 
tures and tra ltlons, c • • h. book But for purposes 

· fi ll to dtscuss m t lS · 
that I want speo ca Y . d two The first is 

. kl summanze one an . 
of clarity, let me qmc y. . h moment of birth and ori-

h h 1 otion of begmnmg, t e 
t e w o e n . . 11 the material that goes 

. . h text of htstory lS a 
gin, whtch m t e con . process its establishment and 
into thinkin~ about. how a gt:e:n ets st~rted. Thirty years ago 
institution, hfe, proJeCt, and s . 'g . I tention and Method 

bl" h d a book called Begmnmgs. n 
I pu lS e . d fi ds it necessary at certain times to 
about how the mm n . f . . for itself as to how 

. 1 1 t a pomt o ongm 
retrospecttve y oca e with birth. In fields 

. . l st elementary sense 
things begm m t 1e mo f 1 memory and retrospec-

d h t dy 0 cu ture, 
like history an t e s u f. t tht·ngs-for example, the 

h set 0 tmportan 
tion draw us to t e on. . . f . ntific medicine, of the 

. . f . dustnahzanon, o soe . 
begmnmgs o m I d .. d lly the chronology of dts-

. . d nd so on n lVl ua ' 
romantiC peno ' a · . . · t is for someone like 

. . t nt for a soennst as 1 
co very lS as trnpor a d D . d Hume for the first time and, 
Immanuel Kant who rea s. avt k d from his dogmatic 

bl · bnskly awa ene 
he says memora y, ~s h f of the novel is coinci-

I W t rn literature, t e orrn 
slumber .. n es e of the bourgeoisie in the late seven-
dental wtth the emerg~n~e h f .t first century, the novel is 

d thts ts w y, or 1 s 
teenth century, an . l h d the discovery of roots, 
all about birth, posstble orp un oo ' d society Robinson 

. f ld a career an · 
and the creanon o a new wor ' ' 

Crusoe. Tom jones. Tristram Shandy. . tl·me t·s to ground a 
· · · etrospecnve 

To locate a begmnmg m r mental commission, 
h eriment or a govern 

project (sue as ~n e~p wri:e Bleak House) in that moment, 
or Dickens's begmnmg to B . . gs of this sort nee-. · ·on egmnm 
which is always subJect to revtsl . 
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essarily involve an intention that either is fulfilled, totally or in 

part, or is viewed as totally failed, in successive time. And so the 

second great problematic is about the continuity that occurs 

after birth, the exfoliation from a beginning: in the time from 

birth to youth, reproductive generation, maturity. Every culture 

offers and circulates images of what has been wonderfully 

called the dialectic of incarnation, or in Fran<;ois Jacob's phrase, 

[a logique du vivant. Again to give examples from the history 

of the novel (the Western aesthetic form that offers the largest 

and most complex image of ourselves that we have), there is 

the bildungsroman or novel of education, the novel of idealism 

and disappointment (education sentimentale, illusions perdues), 

the novel of immaturity and community (like George Eliot's 

Middlemarch, which the English critic Gillian Beer has shown 

was powerfully influenced by what she calls Darwin's plots for 

the patterns of generation that structure this great novel of 

nineteenth-century British society). Other aesthetic forms, in 

music and painting, follow similar patterns. 

But there are also exceptions, examples of deviation from 

the overall assumed pattern to human life. One thinks of Gul

liver's Travels, Crime and Punishment, and The Trial, works 

that seem to break away from the amazingly persistent under

lying compact between the notion of the successive ages of man 

(as in Shakespeare) and aesthetic reflections of and on them. 

For it bears saying explicitly that both in art and in our general 

ideas about the passage of human life there is assumed to be a 

general abiding timeliness, by which I mean that what is appro

priate to early life is not appropriate for later stages, and vice 

versa. You will recall, for example, the stern biblical observa

tion that to everything there is a season and a time, to every 

purpose under the heaven, a time to be born, and a time to die, 

and so on: "wherefore I perceive that there is nothing better, 

than that a man should rejoice in his own works; for that is 
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. ho shall bring him to see what shall be after 
his pornon: for w l'k 11· there is one event to the 

All h' s come a I e to a . d 
him? . . . t mg . d h ood and to the clean, an 
righteous, and to the wKke ; to t e g 

to the unclean." h t the essential health of a 
h ds we assume t a . 

In ot er war ' d 'th its correspondence to ItS 
·f h eat deal to o WI 

human h e as a gr f tl e other and therefore 
fi . t gether o one to 1 ' 

time, the tnng o . . C dy for instance, seeks 
. or nmelmess. orne ' 

its appropnateness . ld man falling in love 
. 1 . . ely behavlOr, an o 

its matena m unnm . D b r) as in Moliere and 
an (May m ecem e ' 

with a young worn . l'k llild a well person feign-
h.l her actmg I e a c ' 

Chaucer, a P I asap d f m that brings about the 
. . 1 come y as a or 

ing illness. But It IS ~ so h l kommos with which the 
restoration of timehness thhroug .t 1gee of young lovers. 

ll 1 des t e marna . 
work usua y cone u ' bl atic which for obvl-

11 h last great pro em ' 
I come fina y to t .e . h -the last or late period 

1 s my subJect ere 
ous persona reasons I f '11 health or other fac-

f h b dy the onset o I 
of life, the decay 0 t e 

0 
' b . on the possibility of an 

. nger person nng 
tors that even m a you . d how near the 

. d I shall focus on great arnsts an . . 
unnmely en . . k d h ght acquires a new ldlOm, 
end of their lives their war an t au 

what I shall be calling a lat~ style. d e there unique quali-
wiser With age, an ar f 

Does one grow h t. ts acquire as a result o 
. d form t at ar IS 

ties of percepnon an . ;. We meet the accepted 
1 1 e of then· career. 

age in the ate p 1a~ . 1 t works that reflect a spe-
f d wisdom m some as 

notion o age an . . f .1. tion and serenity often 
. spmt o recono Ia 

cial matunty, a new . 1 t ansfiguration of common 
d . f a mlracu ous r ' 

expresse m terms o Th rr pest or The Winters 
1 1 s such as e 1 em 1 

reality. In ate p ay 1 forms of romance and parab e; 
Tale, Shak~speare retur~s to t ;e us at Colonus, the aged hero 
similarly, m Sophocles Oed p . d remarkable holiness 

h · finally attame a f 
is portrayed as avmg h . the well-known case o 

f 1 · Or t ere IS if 
and sense o reso utlOn. d d Othello and Fa/stall' 
Verdi who, in his final years, pro uce 
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works that exude not so much a spirit of wise resignation as a 

renewed, almost youthful energy that attests to an apotheosis 

of artistic creativity and power. 

Each of us can readily supply evidence of how it is that late 

works crown a lifetime of aesthetic endeavor. Rembrandt and 

Matisse, Bach and Wagner. But what of artistic lateness not as 

harmony and resolution but as intransigence, difficulty, and 

unresolved contradiction? What if age and ill health don't pro

duce the serenity of "ripeness is all"? This is the case with 

Ibsen, whose final works, especially When We Dead Awaken, 

tear apart the career and the artist's craft and reopen the ques

tions of meaning, success, and progress that the artist's late 

period is supposed to move beyond. Far from resolution, then, 

Ibsen's last plays suggest an angry and disturbed artist for 

whom the medium of drama provides an occasion to stir up 

more anxiety, tamper irrevocably with the possibility of clo

sure, and leave the audience more perplexed and unsettled than 

before. 
It is this second type of lateness as a factor of style that I find 

deeply interesting. I'd like to explore the experience of late 

style that involves a nonharmonious, nonserene tension, and 

above all, a sort of deliberately unproductive productiveness 

going against . ... 

Adorno used the phrase "late style" most memorably in 

an essay fragment entitled "Spatstil Beethovens," dated 193 7 

and included in a 1964 collection of musical essays, Moments 

musicaux, then again in Essays on Music, a posthumously pub

lished (1993) book on Beethoven. 1 For Adorno, far more than 

for anyone who has spoken of Beethoven's last works, those 

compositions that belong to what is known as the composer's 

third period (the last five piano sonatas, the Ninth Symphony, 

chc Missa Solcmnis, the last six string quartets, the seventeen 

bagatelles for piano) constitute an event in the history of mod-
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ern culture: a moment when the artist who is fully in command 

of his medium nevertheless abandons communication with the 

established social order of which he is a part and achieves a 

contradictory, alienated relationship with it. His late works 
constitute a form of exile. One of Adorno's most extraordinary 

essays, included in the same collection with the late-style frag

ment, is on the Missa Solemnis, which he calls an alienated 

masterpiece (verfremdetes Hauptwerk) by virtue of its diffi

culty, its archaisms, and its strange subjective revaluation of 

the Mass (EM 569-83). 
What Adorno had to say about late Beethoven throughout 

his voluminous writings (Adorno died in 1969) is clearly a 

philosophical construction that served as a sort of beginning 
point for all his analyses of subsequent music. So convincing as 

cultural symbol to Adorno was the figure of the aging, deaf, 

and isolated composer that it even turned up as part of 
Adorno's contribution to Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus, in 

which young Adrian Leverki.ihn is impressed by a lecture on 

Beethoven's final period given by Wendell Kretschmar, and you 

can percerve in the following passage how unhealthy it all 

seems: 

Beethoven's art had overgrown itself, risen out of the habit

able regions of tradition, even before the startled gaze of 
human eyes, into spheres of the entirely and utterly and noth

ing-but personal-an ego painfully isolated in the absolute, 

isolated too from sense by the loss of his hearing; lonely prince 

of a realm of spirits, from whom now only a chilling breath 

issued to terrify his most willing contemporaries, standing as 

they did aghast at these communications of which only at 

moments, only by exception, they could understand anything 

at all.2 
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This is almost pure Ado Th . · rno. ere rs he · · · 
mtransigence. Nothing b h rorsm m rt but also 
. a out t e essence of th 1 
rs reducible to the not· f e ate Beethoven 

ron o art as a d 
reading of the musr·c that t ocument-that is, to a 

s resses " 1· b 
the form of history or th rea tty reaking through" in 

e composer's s f h. . 
death. For "in this way, .f ense o rs Impending 

' 1 one stresses t1 k 
expression of Beethoven' . le wor s only as an 

s personality Ad " 
works are relegated to th ' orno says, the late 

e outer reaches f · h 
document. In fact stud· f h o art, m t e vicinity of 

' res o t e ver 1 B h 
fail to make reference t b. y ate eet oven seldom 

o rography and f t I . 
fronted by the dignity of h d a e. t rs as if, con-

uman eath th h f 
to divest itself of its rights and abd. ' ~ t eory o art were 
(EM 564). Late style is what ha rc~;e m favor of reality" 
its rights in favor of reality. ppens I art does not abdicate 

Impending death is there of co 
But Adorno's stress is on th f urlsel, and cannot be denied. 

e orma aw of B h , 
compositional mode by h. h h eet ovens final . ' w rc e means th . h 
thet!C. This law reveals itself b . e ng ts of the aes-
. · · to e a peculiar amal f 
Jectrvtty and convention .d . gam o sub-. 'evr ent m such d . "d 
tnll sequences cadences d fi . evrces as ecorative 

' an onturas" (EM 
lationofwhatthatsub" ,·. . s6s).lnaformu-

JectiVIty rs, Adorno says: 

~::t~aw is revealed precisely in the thought of death 
IS Imposed only on created b . . ... 

and thus it has appe d . emgs, not on works of art, 
c are m art only in a f 

allegory Tl re racted mode as 
. . . . 1e power of subjectivit . h ' 

is the irascible gesture with h. h . y m t e late works of art 

h 
w IC It takes 1 f h 

t emselves. It b . k I . eave o t e works 
rea s t 1etr bonds . 

itself, but in orde . ' not m order to express 
r, expressiOnless to ff h 

of art. Of the work 1 ' cast o t e appearance 
s t 1emselves it 1 behind and co . . eaves only fragments 

' mmumcates ItS If rk . 
the blank spaces from h. I . e ' I .e a Cipher, only through 

w IC 1 It has disengaged itself. Touched 
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by death, the hand of the master sets free the masses of mate

rial that he used to form; its tears and fissures, witnesses to the 

finite powerlessness of the l confronted with Being, are its 

final work [der endlichen Ohnmacht des Ichs vorm Seienden, 

sind ihr letztes Werk]. (EM s66) 

What has evidently gripped Adorno in Beethoven's late work is 

its episodic character, its apparent disregard for its own conti
nuity. If we compare a middle-period work, such as the Eroica 

with the opus no sonata, we will be struck with the totally 

cogent and integrative driven logic of the former and the some

what distracted, often extremely careless and repetitive charac

ter of the latter. The opening theme in the thirty-first sonata 

is spaced very awkwardly, and when it moves on after the trill, 

its accompaniment-a studentlike, almost clumsy repetitive 
figure-is, Adorno correctly says, "unabashedly primitive." 

And so it goes in the late works, massive polyphonic writing 

of the most abstruse and difficult sort alternating with what 

Adorno calls "conventions" that are often seemingly unmoti

vated rhetorical devices like trills, or appogiaturas whose role 

in the work seems unintegrated into the structure. Adorno says: 

"His late work still remains process, but not as development; 

rather as a catching fire between extremes, which no longer 

allow for any secure middle ground or harmony of spontane

ity." Thus, as Kretschmar says in Mann's Doktor Faustus, 
Beethoven's late works often communicate an impression 
of being unfinished-something that the energetic teacher of 

Adrian Leverkiihn discusses at great and ingenious length in 

his disquisition about the two movements of opus I I I. 

Adorno's thesis is that all this is predicated upon two consid-

erations: first, that when he was a young composer, Beethoven's 

work was vigorous and organically whole, whereas it has now 
become more wayward and eccentric; and second, that as an 
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older man facing death Beetho 1. . ' ven rea Izes that his work 
claims, as Rose Subotnik puts it, that "no s nth . . p~o
able [but is in effect] the remains of a y . esis IS co~ceiv-

. d .. d I h synthesis, the vestige of 
an 111 IVI ua uma b. n su ject sorely aware of the wh I 
and c 1 h o eness 

onsequent y t e survival tl t h 1 . ' 

h 

, ' 1a as e uded It forever" 3 

Beet ovens late works therefor·e c . · . ommumcate a tr . . 
spite of their irascibility. How I d . agic sense 111 . exact y an pOigna tl Ad 
discovers this is readily evident . t I d n y orno 

B I 

, a t1e en of his essay on 
at 111 eet oven as 111 G h eet 1oven s late style. Noting th . B h . 

there is a plethora of "unmast d . ' ' oet e, 

b 

. ere matenal, , he goes on to 

o serve that 111 the late sonatas . 
"splintered off" f h . conventiOns, for instance, are 

rom t e ma111 thrust of the com .. 
"f 11 d positions 

a en away an abandoned " A f I . ' N. th S h . s or t 1e great umsons (in the 
m ymp any or the Missa), they stand next t h 

phonic ensembles. Adorno then adds: o uge poly-

It is subjectivity that forciblv b . h . h , nngs t e extremes together 
m t e moment, fills the dense polyphony with its tensions 
breaks tt apart with the tmisono and d. . ' · ' Isengages Itself l 
mg the naked tone behind; that sets the mere phras~ ::v~ 
monument to what has b k' . een, mar mg a subjectivity turned 
to stone. The cesuras the sudde d. . .. h . ' n Iscontmutttes that more 
t an anythmg else characterize the very late B I those eet 1oven, are 
, moments of breaking away; the work is silent 
mstant when it is left behind and t . . at the 

(EM 
' urns Its emptmess outward 

567) . 

\Vh tAd . a orno describes here is the 
mhabit the late k way Beethoven seems to 

. c war s as a lamentin 1. 
to leave the work I . . . g persona Ity, then seems 
. . . or P 1rases 111 It me 1 b a.s m the opening f h F . amp ete, a ruptly dropped, 
_ . 0 t e Major Q 1 . sense of ab d . uartet or t 1e A Mmor. The 

an onment IS peculiar! ac . . 
driven and rele I . y ute 111 companson with 

nt ess quality of second-period works such 
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as the Fifth Symphony, where, at moments like the ending of 

the fourth movement, Beethoven cannot seem to tear himself 

away from the piece. Thus, to conclude, Adorno says that the 

style of the late works is both objective and subjective: 

Objective is the fractured landscape, subjective the light in 

which-alone-it glows into life. He does not bring about 

their harmonious synthesis. As the power of dissociation, he 

tears them apart in time, in order perhaps, to preserve them 

for the eternal. In the history of art, late works are the catas-

trophes. (EM 567) 

The crux, as always in Adorno, is the problem of trying to 

say what holds the works together, gives them unity,. mak~s 
them more than just a collection of fragments. Here he ts at hts 

most paradoxical: one cannot say what connects the parts 
other than by invoking "the figure they create together." Nei

ther can one minimize the differences among the parts, and it 

would appear that actually naming the unity, or giving it a spe

cific identity, would then reduce its catastrophic force. Thus the 

power of Beethoven's late style is negative, or rather it ~s nega

tivity: where one would expect serenity and matunty, one 
instead finds a bristling, difficult, and unyielding-perhaps 

even inhuman-challenge. "The maturity of the late works," 

Adorno says, "does not resemble the kind one finds in fruit. 

They are ... not round, but furrowed, even ravaged. Devoid of 

sweetness, bitter and spiny, they do not surrender themselves ~o 
mere delectation" (EM 564). Beethoven's late works rematn 
unreconciled uncoopted by a higher synthesis: they do not fit 
any scheme,' and they cannot be reconciled or resolved, since 

their irresolution and unsynthesized fragmentariness are con

stitutive, neither ornamental nor symbolic of something else. 
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Beethoven's late compositions are in fact about "lost totality," 

and are therefore catastrophic. 

Here we must return to the notion of lateness. Late in what 

sense?. For Adorno, lateness is the idea of surviving beyond 
what ts acceptable and normal· in addi.ti.on 1 t · 1 d , , a eness me u es 

the idea that one cannot really go beyond lateness at all, cannot 

transcend or lift oneself out of lateness but c 1 d , an on y eepen 
the lateness. There is no transcendence or unity. In his book 

The Philosophy of New Music Adorno says Sch b . . , oen erg essen-
tially prolonged the Irreconcilabilities, negations, and immobil-
ities of the late Beethoven And of course Iaten · · · · , ess retams m It 
the late phase of a human life. 

_Two further points. The reason Beethoven's late style so 

gnpped Adorno throughout his writing is that in a complete! 
paradoxical way, Beethoven's immobilized and · 11 · y SOCia y reSISt-
ant final works are at the core of what is new I·n d · < mo ern n1usiC 

of our own time. In Beethoven's middle-period opera Fidelio-

the quintessential middle-period work-the ide f h · . . a o umamty 
IS. n:amfest throughout, and with it an idea of a better world. 
Similarly for Hegel, irreconcilable opposites were resolvable b 

means of the dialectic, with a reconciliation of opposites ~ 
~rand s~nthesis, at the end. Late-style Beethoven keeps ;he 

trreconCilable apart, and in so doing "music is transformed 

more and more from something significant into something 

obscure-even to itself. "4 Thus late-style Beethoven presides 

over music's rejection of the new bourgeois order and forecasts 

the totally authentic and novel art of Schoenberg h "ad . , w ose 
- _vanc~d music has no recourse but to insist on its own ossifi-

cat~on :Vtthout concession to that would-be humanitarianism 
whtch Lt sees throu h u d h . _ _ . . g · · · . n er t e present circumstances 
lmustc} ts restricted to definitive negation" (PNM 7 ) S d 

f b 
. _o . econ , 

rom emg simply · d · an eccentnc an Irrelevant phenome-
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non, late-style Beethoven, remorselessly alienated and obscure, 

becomes the prototypical modern aesthetic form, and by virtue 

of its distance from and rejection of bourgeois society and even 

a quiet death, it acquires an even greater significance and defi-

ance for that very reason. 
And in so many ways, the concept of lateness, as well as 

what goes with it in these astonishingly bold and bleak rumina

tions on the position of an aging artist, comes for Adorno to 

seem the fundamental aspect of aesthetics and of his own work 

as critical theorist and philosopher. My reading of Adorno, 
with his reflections about music at its center, sees him as inject

ing Marxism with a vaccine so powerful as to dissolve its agita

tional force almost completely. Not only do the notions of 
advance and culmination in Marxism crumble under his rigor

ous negative scorn, but so too does anything that suggests 

movement at all. With death and senescence before him, with a 

promising start years behind him, Adorno uses the model of 
late Beethoven to endure ending in the form of lateness but for 
itself, its own sake, not as a preparation for or obliteration of 

something else. Lateness is being at the end, fully conscious, 

full of memory, and also very (even preternaturally) aware 

of the present. Adorno, like Beethoven, becomes therefore a 

figure of lateness itself, an untimely, scandalous, even cata-

strophic commentator on the present. 
No one needs to be reminded that Adorno is exception-

ally difficult to read, whether in his original German or in 

any number of translations. Fredric Jameson speaks very well 
about the sheer intelligence of his sentences, their incomparable 

refinement, their programmatically complex internal move

ment, their way of almost routinely foiling a first or second or 

third attempt at paraphrasing their content. Adorno's prose 

style violates various norms: he assumes little community of 
understanding between himself and his audience; he is slow, 
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unjournalistic, unpackageable k' b . , uns rmma le E 
bwgraphical text like Minima M . [' . . ven an auto-
phical, narrative, or anecdotal ma ~~IS .an a~sault on biogra-

. cont111mtv- Its f I 
repliCates its subtitle-refl . f . ' orm exact y . . ecnons rom dam d I' f 
cad111g senes of discontinuous fragments allagfe I I e~a cas-

. . I . . . ' o t lem 111 some 
way assau t111g susprcrous "wholes , fi . . . . 
over by Hegel whos . d '. ctrtwus umtres presided 

' e gran synthesrs I d · · 
the individual "Th . las ensrve contempt for 

. e conception of a totalit h . 
antagonisms compels him [H I] . Y t. rough all Its ege to assrgn to d' ·d 1. 
however much he may d . . 

111 
IVI ua rsm, esrgnate It a driving m . 

process, an inferior status in th . oment 111 the Ad , e constructiOn of the whole "5 

orno s counter to false, and in H I' . 
totalities is not just to say that the .ege s cas.e untenable, 

to write, to be, an alternative thr::gr~ renxar.ulethendtrc bb~t in. f~ct 
lb 

. ·1 an SU jeCtl t 
a ert exr e and subj'ectivity dd d . VI y, a resse to phd 1 · · 
Moreover he says "S · I I . osop 1IC Issues. 

' ocra ana ysrs can I . 
more from individual experience than H e~rn 111Comparably 
conversely the large histor· 1 . ege conceded, while 

rca categones I 
above suspicion of fraud" (MM ... are no onger 
unreconciled individual critical thi~7k) .. In hthe ~erformance of 

, 111g t ere rs "the f f 
protest. Yes, such critical thought as Ad , . . o.rce o 
cratic and often very ob b orno s IS very rdrosyn-

scure ut as he . " 
tion " h' 1 ' wrote 111 Resigna-

' rs ast essay "th 
who neither supersc;ibes el1I.usnccom~romisingly critical thinker, 

onsoence nor · h' 
be terrorized into actio . . 1 permrts rmself to 
. n, IS 111 trut1 the o h d 
m .. " To work through the silences and ne w. o oes ~ot give 
agmg and 'ld . . . fissures IS to avmd pack-

' m111Istratlon and is in fact 
the lateness of his position. "Wh to accept and perform 
can be suppressed f atever has once been thought 
the momentum of t~rgotten, can even vanish. For thinking has 

individual thought . e genera~. [Here Adorno means both that 
and that bee . IS ~ar.t .o the general culture of the age 

' ause It 1s 111d1 d 1 · tum yet veers VI ua ' It generates its own momen-
or swerves off from the general ] Wh · at once was 
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thought cogently must be thought elsewhere, by others: this 

confidence accompanies even the most solitary and powerless 

thought." 6 

Lateness therefore is a kind of self-imposed exile from what 

is generally acceptable, coming after it, and surviving beyon~ 
it. Hence Adorno's evaluation of the late Beethoven and h1s 

own lesson for his reader. The catastrophe represented by 

late style for Adorno is that in Beethoven's case the music 

is episodic, fragmentary, riven with the absences and silences 

that can neither be filled by supplying some general scheme 

for them, nor be ignored and diminished by saying "poor 

Beethoven, he was deaf, he was approaching death, these are 

lapses we shall overlook." 
Years after the first Beethoven essay appeared and in a 

sort of counterblast to his book on new music Adorno pub
lished an essay called "Das Altern der neuen Musik," the aging 
of the new music. He spoke there of advanced music that had 

inherited the discoveries of the second Viennese School and had 
gone on "to show symptoms of false satisfaction" by bec~m
ing collectivized, affirmative, safe. New music was negative, 

"the result of something distressing and confused" (EM I 8 I). 

Adorno recalls how traumatic to their audiences were the 

first performances of Berg's Altenberg Songs and Stravinsky's 

The Rite of Spring. That was the true force of new music, fear

lessly drawing out the consequences of Beethoven's late-style 

compositions. Today, however, so-called new music has simply 

aged beyond Beethoven. "More than a hundred years ago 

Kierkegaard, speaking as a theologian, said that where once a 
dreadful abyss yawned a railroad bridge now stretches, from 

which the passengers can look comfortably down into the 

depths. The situation of [aged modern 1 music is no different" 

(EM I83). 
Just as the negative power of late Beethoven derives from 
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its dissona~t relationship with the affirmative developmental 
thrust of h1s second-period music so too th d. f , e 1ssonances o 

Webern and Schoenberg occur "surrounded by a shudd "· 
" h f er ' 

t ey are elt a.s something uncanny and are introduced by 
their authors with fear and trembling" (EM 8 ) rr . 1 5 . 10 repro-
~uce the d1ss~nances academically or institutionally a genera
non later Without risk or stakes either emotionally or in 

actualtty, says Adorno, is completely to lose the shattering 

f~rce of .the new. If you just line up a bunch of tone rows hap

ptly, or 1f you hold festivals of advanced music you lose th 

f f 
. ' e 

core o , or mstance, Webern's achieve1nent h. h · , w 1c was to JUX-
tapose "twelve tone technique ... [with] its antithesis the 

explosive power of the musically individual"· ·' , now an agmg as 

opposed to a late art, modern music amounts to little more 

than "a.n em~ty, high-spirited trip, through thinkably complex 

scores, 111 ~h1ch nothing actually occurs" (EM I 8 5, I 8 7 ). 

!here IS therefore an inherent tension in late style that 

abJures mere bourgeois aging and that insists on the increasing 

sense of apartness and exile and anachronism, which late style 

expresses and, more important, uses to formally sustain itself. 

One has the impression reading Adorno, from the aphoristic 

essays on such things as punctuation marks and book covers 

c.ollected in Noten zur Literatur to the grand theoretical works 

hke Negative Dialectics and Aesthetic Theory, that what he 

looked for in style was the evidence he found in late Beethoven 

of sustained tension, unaccommodated stubbornness, lateness 

and newness next to each other by virtue of an "inexorable 

clamp that holds together what no less powerfully strives 

to break apart" (EM I86). Above all, late style as exemplified 

~y Beethoven and Schoenberg cannot be replicated by invita-
tiOn or by lazy d · b ' repro uctwn, or y mere dynastic or narrative 

r~rodu~tion. There is a paradox: how essentially unrepeat
a le, umquely articulated aesthetic works written not at the 
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beginning but at the end of a career can nevertheless have 

an influence on what comes after them. And how does that 

influence enter and inform the work of the critic, whose 

whole enterprise stubbornly prizes its own intransigence and 

untimeliness? 
Philosophically Adorno is unthinkable without the majestic 

beacon provided by Lukacs's History and Class Consciousne~s, 
but he is also unthinkable without his refusal of the earher 

work's triumphalism and implied transcendence. If for Lukacs 

the subject-object relationship and its antinomies, the fragmen

tation and the lostness, the ironic perspectivism of modernity, 

were supremely discerned, embodied, and consummated in 

narrative forms such as the rewritten epics both of the novel 

and the proletariat's class consciousness, for Adorno that par

ticular choice was, he said in a famous anti-Lukacs essay, a 

kind of false reconciliation under duress. Modernity was a 

fallen, unredeemed reality, and new music, as much as Adorno's 

own philosophic practice, took its task to be a ceaselessly 

demonstrated reminder of that reality. 
Were this reminder to be simply a repeated no or this will 

not do, late style and philosophy would be totally uninteresting 

and repetitive. There must be a constructive element above 

all which animates the procedure. What Adorno finds so 

ad:Uirable about Schoenberg is his severity as well as his inven

tion of a technique that provides music with an alternative 

to tonal harmony and to classical inflection, color, rhythm. 

Adorno describes the twelve-tone method of Schoenberg in 

terms taken almost verbatim from Lukacs's drama of the 

subject-object impasse, but each time there is an opportunity 

for synthesis, Adorno has Schoenberg turn it down. W~at 
we see is Adorno constructing a breathtakingly regressive 

sequence, an endgame procedure by which he threads hi~ way 
back along the route taken by Lukacs; all the labonously 
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devised solutions volunteered by Lukacs for pulling himself out 

of the slough of modern despair are just as laboriously disman

tled and rendered useless by Adorno's account of what Schoen

berg was really about. Fixated on the new music's absolute 

rejection of the commercial sphere, Adorno's words cut out the 

social ground from underneath art. For in fighting ornament, 

illusion, reconciliation, communication, humanism, and suc

cess, art becomes untenable. 

Everything having no function in the work of art-and there

fore everything transcending the law of mere existence-is . 

withdrawn. The function of the work of art lies precisely in its 

transcendence beyond mere existence .... Since the work of 

art, after all, cannot be reality, the elimination of all illusory 

features accentuates all the more glaringly the illusory charac

ter of its existence. This process is inescapable. (PNM 70) 

Are late-style Beethoven and Schoenberg actually like this, 

we finally ask, and is their music so isolated in its antithesis to 

society? Or is it the case that Adorno's descriptions of them are 

models, paradigms, constructs intended to highlight certain 

features and thereby give the two composers a certain appear

ance, a certain profile in and for Adorno's own writing? What 

Adorno does is theoretical-that is, his construction isn't sup

~osed to be a replica of the real thing, which had he attempted 

It would have been little more than a packaged and domesti

cated copy. The location of Adorno's writing is theory, a space 

w?ere he can construct his demystifying negative dialectics. 
Whether he writes about music or literature or abstract philoso

phy or society, Adorno's theoretical work is always in a strange 

\:ay extremely concrete-that is, he writes from the perspec-
tive of long e · h h . xpenence rat er t an revolutiOnary beginnings 
and h h · . ' w at e wntes about IS saturated in culture. Adorno's 
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position as a theorist of late style and of endgames is an extrao~
dinary knowingness, the polar opposite of Rousseau's. There iS 

also the supposition (indeed the assumption) of wealth and 

privilege, what today we call elitism and, more recent!~, politi

cal incorrectness. Adorno's world is the world of Weimar, of 

high modernism, of luxury tastes, of an inspired if slightly 

sated amateurism. Never was he more autobiographical than 

in the first fragment, entitled "For Marcel Proust," of Minima 

Moralia: 

The son of well-to-do parents, who whether from talent or 

weakness, engages in a so-called intellectual profession, as an 

artist or a scholar, will have a particularly difficult time with 

those bearing the distasteful title of colleagues. It is not merely 

that his independence is envied, the seriousness of his inten

tions mistrusted, and that he is suspected of being a secret 

envoy of the established powers. Such suspicions, though 

betraying a secret resentment, would usually prove well

founded. But the real resistances lie elsewhere. The occupa

tion with things of the mind has by now itself become 

"practical," a business with strict division of labor, depart

ments and restricted entry. The man of independent means 

who chooses it out of repugnance for the ignominy of earning 

money will not be disposed to acknowledge the fact. For this 

he is punished. He is not a "professional," is ranked in the 

competitive hierarchy as a dilettante no matter how well he 
knows his subject, and must, if he wants a career, show him

self even more resolutely blinkered than the most inveterate 

specialist. (MM 21; emphases added) 

The dynastic fact of importance here is that his parents w~re 
wealthy. No less important is the sentence where, h.a:mg 

described his colleagues as being envious as well as suspiciOUS 
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of his relationship with "the established powers," Adorno adds 

that these suspicions are well founded. Which is to say that in a 

contest between the blandishments of an intellectual Faubourg 

St. Honore and those afforded by the moral equivalent of a 

working-class association, Adorno would end up with the for

mer, not the latter. On one level his elitist predilections are of 

course a function of his class background. But on another what 

he likes in it, well after his defection from its ranks, is its sense 

of ease and luxury; this, he implies in Minima Moralia, allows 

him a continuous familiarity with great works, great masters, 

and great ideas, not as subjects of professional discipline but 

rather as practices indulged in by a frequent habitue at a club. 

Yet this is another reason why Adorno is impossible to assimi

late to any system, even that of upper-class sensuousness: he lit

erally defies predictability, turning his disaffected but rarely 

cynical eye on virtually everything within range. 

Nevertheless Adorno, like Proust, lived and worked his 

entire life next to, and even as a part of, the great underlying 

continuities of Western society: families, intellectual associa

tions, musical and concert life, and philosophical traditions, 

as well as any number of academic institutions. But he was 

always to one side, never fully a part of any. He was a musician 

who never had a career as one, a philosopher whose main sub

ject was music. And unlike many of his academic or intellectual 

counterparts, Adorno never pretended to an apolitical neutral

ity. His work is like a contrapuntal voice intertwined with fas

ci~m, bourgeois mass society, and communism, inexplicable 

Without them, always critical and ironic about them. 

. _I think it is right therefore to see Adorno's extremely intense 

hte~on~ fixation on third-period Beethoven as the carefully 

mamtamed choice of a critical model, a construction made for 

tb~ .b~nefit of his own actuality as a philosopher and cultural 

en tic rn an enforced exile from the society that made him possi-
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ble in the first place. To be late meant therefore to be late for 

(and refuse) many of the rewards offered up by being comfort

able inside society, not the least of which was to be read and 

understood easily by a large group of people. On the oth~r 
hand, people who have read and even .admire~ Ador~o sense. m 
themselves a sort of grudging concess!On to his studious unhk

ability, as if he were not just a serious acadex~ic philosopher 

but an aging, disobliging, and even embarrassmgly frank f~r
mer colleague who, even though he has left one's circle, persists 

in making things hard for everyone. 
I have spoken about Adorno in this way because around 

his quite amazingly peculiar and inimitable work a ~umber of 

general characteristics of endings have coalesced. First o~ all, 
like some of the people he admired and knew-Horkheimer, 

Thomas Mann, Steuermann-Adorno was a worldly per-

Idly I
·n the French sense of mondain. Urban and 

son, wor . . 
urbane, deliberate, he was incredibly able to find mter.estmg 

things to say about even so unassuming a thing a~ ~ semiColon 
or an exclamation mark. Along with these quahtles goes the 

late style-that of an aging but mentally agil~ Europ~an man of 
culture who is absolutely not given to ascetiC seremty or mel

low maturity: there isn't much fumbling for references or foot

notes or pedantic citations but always a very self-assured an~ 
well-brought-up ability to talk equally well about Bach and hts 

devotees, about society and sociology. 
Adorno is very much a late figure because so much of what 

he does militated ferociously against his own time. Although 

he wrote a great deal in many different fields, he attacked the 

major advances in all of them, functioning like an enormous 

shower of sulfuric acid poured over the lot. He opposed the 

very notion of productivity by being himself the auth~r o~ an 
overabundance of material, none of it really compressible mto 

an Adornian system or method. In an age of specialization he 
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was catholic, writing on virtually everything that came before 

him. On his turf-music, philosophy, social tendencies, history, 

communication, semiotics-Adorno was unashamedly man

darin. There are no concessions to his readers, no summaries, 

small talk, helpful road signs, or convenient simplifying. And 

there is never any kind of solace or false optimism. One of the 

impressions you get as you read Adorno is that he is a sort of 

furious machine decomposing itself into smaller and smaller 

parts. He had the miniaturist's penchant for pitiless detail: he 

seeks out and hangs out the last blemish, to be looked at with a 

pedantic little chuckle. 

It is the Zeitgeist that Adorno really loathed and that all 

his writing struggles mightily to insult. Everything about him, 

to readers who came of age in the 1950s and 196os, was pre

war and therefore unfashionable, perhaps even embarrassing, 

like his opinions on jazz and on otherwise universally recog

nized composers like Stravinsky and Wagner. Lateness for him 

equaled regression, from now to back then, when people dis

cussed Kierkegaard, Hegel, and Kafka with direct knowledge 

of their work, not with plot summaries or handbooks. The 

things he wrote about he seems to have known since childhood 

and were not learned at university or by frequenting fashion

able parties. 
What is particularly interesting to me about Adorno is that 

he is a special twentieth-century type, the out-of-his-time late

nineteenth-century disappointed or disillusioned romantic who 

exists almost ecstatically detached from, yet in a kind of com

plicity with, new and monstrous modern forms-fascism, anti

Semitism, totalitarianism, and bureaucracy, or what Adorno 

called the administered society and the consciousness industry. 

He was very secular. Like the Leibnizian monad he often 

discussed with reference to the artwork, Adorno-and with 

him rough contemporaries like Richard Strauss, Lampedusa, 
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and Visconti-is unwaveringly Eurocentric, unfashionable, and 

resistant to any assimilative scheme, yet he oddly reflects the 

predicament of ending without illusory hope or manufactured 

resignation. 
Perhaps in the end it is Adorno's unmatched technicality 

that is so significant. His analyses of Schoenberg's method 

in The Philosophy of New Music give words and concepts to 

the inner workings of a formidably complex new outlook in 

another medium, and he does so with a prodigiously exact 

technical awareness of both mediums, word and tones. A bet

ter way of saying it is that Adorno never lets technical issues 

get in the way, never lets them awe him by their abstruseness or 

by the evident mastery they require. He can be more technical 

by elucidating technique from the perspective of lateness, 

seeing Stravinskian primitivism in the light of later fascist 

collectivization. 
Late style is in, but oddly apart from the present. Only cer-

tain artists and thinkers care enough about their metier to 

believe that it too ages and must face death with failing senses 

and memory. As Adorno said about Beethoven, late style does 

not admit the definitive cadences of death; instead, death 

appears in a refracted mode, as irony. But with the kind of opu

lent, fractured, and somehow inconsistent solemnity of a work 

such as the Missa Solemnis, or in Adorno's own essays, the 

irony is how often lateness as theme and as style keeps remind-

ing us of death. 

TWO 

Return to the Eighteenth Century 

In my last chapter I began to discuss the phenomenon of late 

style, to which in a memorable fragment on Beethoven's third 

and final period Adorno gave extraordinarily dense and pro

found meaning. This idea about the coherence of "Spatstil," as 

Adorno called it, runs very consistently through many of his 

later studies of, for instance, Wagner's Parsifal, Schoenberg's 

last works, and so on. Partly because Adorno himself also rep

resents an example of late style in the twentieth century, I 

began to study a group of twentieth-century artists, among 

them Richard Strauss, whose late works-Capriccio, the oboe 

concerto, the wind sonatas, the Second Horn Concerto Meta-
' 

morphosis, the Four Last Songs-impressed me for their 

undiminished power and yet strangely recapitulatory and even 

backward-looking and abstracted quality. Along with Strauss I 

have been interested in the later works of Genet, as well as 

those of the Italian director Luchino Visconti, particularly his 

1963 adaptation of Lampedusa's The Leopard, a late novel if 
there ever was one. 

The centrality of Strauss to my investigation of late style is 

especially acute. Glenn Gould rather extravagantly referred to 

him as the greatest musical personality of the twentieth cen-


